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Introduction and Summary 

With the help of LTC James Glock, we selected a wide range of technical subjects for 
Jason to review during the summer study. In this section we give a brief description of these 
topics, and a summary of our results. For convenience we subdivide these topics into two 
categories, "Show Stoppers" and "Technical Analyses and Inventions." 
(A) Show Stoppers 

These topics were speculative ideas for new systems, and Jason was asked to make a 
"sanity check", i.e. we were asked to see if there were any physical principles that would 
ultimately prevent the system from working as intended before major resources were expended. 

(1) Cavitating Vortex Bubble Rings ("CVBRs"). CVBRs are underwater analogs to 
smoke rings. They can carry energy (in the form of Circulating water) over long 
distances. We concluded that they could not be used as weapons, since the the 
rings become unstable for velocities v2 > 2gd, where d is the depth, and g is the 
acceleration of gravity. Stable velocities are too low to make useful weapons, and 
it is highly unlikely that the unst~ble high velocity rings would last long enough to 
be useful under real conditions. 

(2) Detection of very shallow mines using nuclear methods. 
Some modem mines have no magnetic signature, and nuclear methods have been 
suggested to detect the nitrogen in the explosives. We reviewed all relevant 
nuclear techniques, and concluded that in each of them the range of the nuclear 
radiations is tOO short to pennit a useful system. We recommend that no further 
work be done in nuclear mine detection. We do suggest alternative 
electromagnetic methods; these are described in section (B) below. 

(3) Mathematization of human metabolism. 
Are there mathematical techniques that could aid in the prediction of human 
response in a wide range of conditions? No. largely because of inadequacies in 
the data. 

(8) Technical analyses and inventions 
We were inuoduced to several technical problems being faced by USSOC personnel. and 
we searched to see if new or overlooked technologies could be used to solve some of 
these. 
(1) Thennal control for Seals. 

Suits worn by Navy Seals must provide warmth 'during periods of inactivity 
underwater, and yet cooling during periods of exertion. The ideal material would 
have high conductivity when the skin is warm, and low conductivity when the 
skin is cool. Could liquid crystals provide such thennal conuol? We did not 
have the expertise to find suitable materials, h~wever we did suggest an 
alternative that we are sure would perform the same task: a well-known device 
called a "heat pipe" could be incorporated into a suit. It would provide high 
cooling when the human was hot. and low cooling otherwise. 

(2) Trajectory Generation and Terrain A voidance 
Aircraft flight paths must sometimes be updated in real·tim~ to take into account 
new infonnation (e.g. SAM sites destroyed. or recently moved). To clihJlh':C the 
missioll dredlveness. this trajectory generation is often donI! on a computer. 



Newly developed mathematical techniques are far superior to the standard 
"dynamic programming" methods that are currently used. These include 
"simulated annealing" and "wavelets". These techniques should allow real-time 
calculation aboard the aircraft. 

(3) Low observable boats. 
Low observable boats can be constructed, like the 8-2 bomber, from scratch. 
However because of the clutter of nearby sea surface. we believe that adequate 
cover can often be achieved by much simpler methods, and therefore existing 
boat. can be rettofincd at relatively low expense. 

(4) Shallow water mine detection. 
Non-conducting mines can be detected in a seawater environment by the very fact 
that they are non-condllcting, and therefore present a non-uniformity to an electric 
field. 

(5) Directed IR Countenneasures 
We suggest several technologies that could help the DIRCM problem, including 
the usc of baneries for shon-term power supplies, and the use of stabilized optics 
for tracking and shooting. In cenain circumstances RF weapons might be used 
against surface-ta-air missiles. 

(6) Comments on Seal Operations 
We were told that Navy Seals do not consume food or other nourishment while 
working. and we recommend that this practice be reinvestigated 

(7) InfiltrationlExfilttation 
We studied the "Fulton" system of exfiltration, and although we found the effort 
to be excellent, we did have several recommendations of ideas that we thought 
could receive additional attention. Most system:; :l..re designed for a maximum of 
8 g's. although a person suitably protected (e.g. wearing a g-suit) can be fully 
functional after a brief period of much higher acceleration; we recommend that 
future systems consider such higher g domains. 
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AI. Cavitating Vortex Bubble Rings (eVBRs) 

We considered the possible use of cavitating vortex bubble rings (eVBRs) as underwater 
standoff weapons. ACCl)rding to an unclassified memo one wishes to fonn vonices of diameter 
of order 15 cm with energy density 100 J/cm2 which would deliver an overpressure of 10,000 
psi for a period of 1 millisecond. The main interest is in stationary targets but use against 
torpedoes or the creation of a cluster of CVBRs to spoof the opposition have been considered. 

Small scale tests at Tracor Hydronautics have already been performed. They are 
considering large scale tests next summer and hope to achieve vonex velocities of 0.1 - 0.6 c 
("c" is the speed of sound in water, "" 1500 m/sec) and to demonstrate damage of sample targets 
consisting of a pair of steel plates with target ranges up to 100-1000 yards. We should decide 
whether these large scale tests are reasonably based on theory and the small scale tests already 
perfonned. 

A non-cavitating vonex ring can be modeled as an inner circle of radius a and vonicity K 

surrounded by a flow field of radius R. In a fluid of density p and pressure P the vonex energy 
will be 

I 
T =: 2' p R K2 10g(R/a) 

and the vonex will have a fOlWard velocity of 
K 

v .. 41tR 10g(R/a) 

It is possible to vary 10g(R/a) to some degree by different choices of vonex generators, but it 
cannot be be varied substant:ally and we will take it to be of order 1. If Va is the velocity at the 
inner radius a then the vorticity is K =21tava. In order to achieve an energy density of 109 
erglcm2 we require an inner velocity of 

Va - (4.5 x ~()3 cm/sec)(R/a) = 0.03 c (Ria) 

The a~tual velocity of propagation of the vonex will be somewhat ~maller than thill by 
geometrical factors. We estimate that in order to achieve energy densities of the type required we 
will need an inner velocity va - 0.1 c. 

The analy:;is of CVBRs can be usefully be divided into three areas, the production 
mechanism, their subsequent propagation, and their interaction with the taraet. The latter two 
areas seem to be the weakest points. The main limitation arises due to a natural limit on the 
velocity for stable propagation. At the velocities of interest the inner prellllure of the ~VBR will 
drop below the vapor pressure leading to cavitation. Approximate the prenure In~ide the 
cavitating re¥ion by zero and the out,ide preuure by Plh with h the depth and I • n (tI.ec2. If 
Va is th~ velocity outside the cavilatlna region then hydrodynamics requlrcs that "." /2,.. AP/p .. 
gh. At a depth of 30 ft the limltin, stable v('loclty Va t. thus 31 ftlsee or 0.01 c Stable velocIties 
of order O. Ie could be achieved only at opcrating depths cf order 3000 ft or J km! 

Subsequcnt to a limited distribution of this !lection uf the repon in drllft form we received 
a commentary on this draft by Dr. D. W. Sallet and Mr. J. A. Thywiuen of Obert A""oc. Inc .. 
In their commentary they mention a Ree/ira/ioll (If Work and Summary Prof'o.wl oj Work which 



we have not been given. They agree with the limitation on stable propagation velocity discussed 
in our original draft, hut suggests that rapid depressurization may result in non-cavitating non
equilibrium vonex rings which would persist for of order 0.4 seconds. Such a possibility is 
difficult to assess theoretically. We would mention however that even if such non-equilibrium 
conditions could be achieved in the laboratory, under realistic conditions the presence of 
impurities, ambient air bubbles, fish, etc. are likely to lead to much shoner delay times for the 
onset of cavitation. Thus even if CVBRs showed this kind of metastability in laboratory 
experiments. they are not likely to be stable in a practical situation. 

We also feel :hat the possible damage done by CVBRs to a stationary target is uncertain. 
The experiments done to date were performed at very shon distances to the target and have not 
clearly separated the damage done by the CVBR from the damage done by the slug of water 
whkh is emitted from the generator. For example the plots of force VS. distance in figure 5.12 of 
the report from Tracor Hydronautics show a Sleep fall off at shon distances as would be expected 
from the effects of a slug of water. A more accurate estimate of the damage done ~olely hy the 
CVBR would require experiments at larger distHn~es that can cleanly separate the two effects. 

From a theoretical perspective the mechanism by which a CVBR would damage a target 
is not completely clear. The CVBR may exert some overpressure on the target which would 
depend on the velocity of the CVBR. This overpressure is limited by the limit on the velocity of 
propagation described above. As the core of the CVBR approaches the target the CVBR should 
exert suction on the target since the pres!lure in the core of the CVBR is below ambient pressure. 
Thc magnitude of this suction is Iimitcd by depth. To achieve 10.000 pSI would require operating 
at a depth of 6 km. It should be pO:l~ihle to obtain a better theoretical estimate of the pre!lllure 
exerted by a CVBR hy "olving the !!cutlcring problem for a line vortex ring interacting with a 
fixed plane. The analogou!l problem for the scattering of H ('Hir of vone" lines suggests that the 
distance of close!!t approach for the CVBR will be of order itll diameter. Thull the luction exened 
by the CVBR i~ likely to be !Iubstantially lells thall the pressure differential between the inside 
and out!iicle of the CVBR. 

In conclulion. while the ph),!!ic" of CVBRII ill undoubtedly fallcinating. there are 
fundamental physic. reu~on!l why the proposed U!lC all a standoff weapon are unlikely to work. 
and we do not believe thut large scale tellts are justified. 

A2. MI"e detection using nuclcar met/rodl 

The reduced ac()u"tic llnd magnetic ~ignalurell of minc§ buried In IIcveral inch~5 ot :-and 
under water make it difficult to detect and localize these turaets by conventionaltechni'lueli. It 
hUll been IIuggclIted thut nudcar phenomellil might be useu to identify the nitrogen invariably 
prclIcnt in the mines' explosive. Wc in\'cstigatc this possihility in the following. 

In a typil:aJ 1I11l:kar drledio/l melhou. a sourer (radio:l~livc iSOIOI"~ or m:cckrator) 
genenttcs int('rrogating radiation. When Ihis radiation strikes the Iargelm:llcrial (Nitrogen. inlhis 
I:asc). a charactcrislil' rrsl'()lIdin~ radiation is prodlh.:cd. "drtrl:tor of some kind signals the 
pr,'sclI(':4° of tlii-, I.:h;lracteri .. lic radialion. and hcnl:c tlw largclm;llerial. 



The ranges of both the interrogating and characteristic radiation in water determine the 
range of any given detection scheme. Energy loss by ionization severely limits the range of 
charged panicles (protons, electrons, and alpha panicles, having characteristic nuclear energies 
up to 10 MeV), so that neutral panicles must be used. As the ranges of the relevant neutral 
panicles in water are a fraction of a meter (see Table 1 below), nuclear phenomena cannot be 
used for mine detection. where ranges up to 10 meters must be probed. 

_Radiation Ener2Y Range (em) 
gamma ray 2 MeV 40 

10 MeV 60 
20 MeV 80 -

neutrons thennal 3 
(diffusion length) 

2 MeV 0.5 
(scattering mean-free path) 

In contrast to mine detection. nuciear techniques might be applied to mine localization. 
Nitrogen emits a characteristic high-energy (about 10 MeV) photon when exposed to thennal 
n~utrons. This is the phenomenon exploited in the Thennal Neutron Analysis (TNA) explosives 
dcte'tors used in airpons. for a point neutron source (e.g .• a fission source) in water separated 
from the explosive by a di!!tnnce h (as in the figure below). a fraction 0.5 exp( -JzI L) of the 
neutrons will reach th~ explosive and be available to produce the high-energy photon (we ignore 
the intervening sand). 

neutron source 

, , 

water 

~nunaor .,f./:-~:~ detector 

" 

1 IIi!! fraction could be increased by geometrical tailoring of the source. As L is roughly 3 cm, 
sand thicknesses of several inches could be probed. The photon detector can stand off from the 
sour~e by several lO's of centimeters to avoid interacting directly with the neutrons. Detection of 
the high-energy photons must take place in the background of low-energy 2.2 MeV photons 
produced when neutrons are captured by the hydrogen in water, but detectors with sufficient 
energy and time resolutio/1 arc available. 

We close with some comments on specific schemes that have been proposed for the 
easier problem of land-mine detcction. Onc proposal is to lise high-rncrgy (30-60 MeV) phot'1ns 
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to induce a (gamma, 2p) reaction on 14N to produce 12B. This latter nucleus has a lifetime of 20 
ms and the continuum bremsstrahlung and characteristic (4.4 and 3.2 MeV) radiation it produces 
upon decay could be detected. As previously noted, the limited range in H20 of the photons 
involved makes this scheme inapplicable for mine detection in water. Further, sources of 30·60 
MeV photons are unlikely to be swimmer-portable. Even if one ignores the problem of 
supplying power and liquid helium, the best superconducting rf cavities can accelerate electrons 
at 25 MeV per meter, implying at least a 2 meter device. 

A second proposal is to exploit characteristic elastic neutron resonances in the light 
elements to identify nitrogen. As the mean-free path for MeV neutrons in H20 is only a fraction 
of a centimeter, this technique cannot be applied in the water. 

Finally, we comment on the impossibility of using neutrino beams for this problem. It is 
true that neutrinos have a very long range in water (effectively infinite in the present context) and 
so one might be tempted to use them in the detection problem. However, the very fact of their 
long range makes neuoinos exceedingly difficult to detect. Sophisticated multi-ton detectors and 
months of counting time are required just to detect a few neutrinos. Neutrinos are entirely 
inappropriate for the problem at hand. 

A3 fltlathematization of metabolic rates 

The Naval Coastal Systems Center representative. Dr. Rudolf Wiley. presented us with 
the following problem, "to devise a rational approach to understanding how nutritionally 
induced metabolic changes enhance cognitive perfonnance, so as to devise countenneasures to 
decrease high atoition within the Base Underwater Demolition School." In particular, he asked 
us to examine two possible solutions: 

1. "Mathematiciz.e linear and non-linear rate kinetics" 
2. "Devise a meoic which describes cognitive perfonnance as a function of reaction rate 
parameters ... 

We claim no special expenise in the areas of human metabolism and human cognitive 
perfonnance; our response to this problem is based on knowledge of mathematics and data 
analysis. We do not believe that the present data set is adequate to allow a useful 
mathematization of the problem along the lines suggested. 

We believe that the most appropriate source of expertise to advise the Basic Underwater 
Demolition School about human performance problems would be the spons medicine 
community. Professional spons medicine experts are accustomed to dealing in a practical way 
with the interactions of nutrition with phy:;iology and psychology. They also have real-world 
experience in the an of extracting high perfonnance from human beings under conditions of high 
stress. We believe that the practical experience of spons-medicine doctors is far more relevant to 
the problems of the Basic Underwater Demolition School than any mathematkal theory can hope 
to be. In partil:uIJf. our limited knowledge of mathematic-Ii theories of rilte kint=til:s and l:ognitive 



perfonnance does not give us any reason to think that these theories could be useful in the 
context of the Naval Special Warfare program. 

We note that according to one of our briefings. that Navy Seals have no means of 
consuming nourishment during an operation. Based on our own limited experiences. we believe 
this is something that could and should be rectified 

B1. Thermal Control for Seals 

Navy Seals have a difficult insulation problem: they must wear thick suits to protect them 
from the near zero Centigrade water environment for periods of inactivity that may last hours. 
and then be able to dump heat at a rapid rate when they are swimming hhrd. Suits that have 
variable thennal conductivity are under development. We were asked if we could find materials 
whose thermal conductivity depended on temperature. Such a material would provide additional 
cooling when the swimmer's skin i" warm from heavy exertion. and reduced cooling during 
periods of inactivity. 

We are not aware of a suitable material (altholJgh we don't know that they don't exist), 
however we suggest another approach. A device commonly called a "heat ~ipe" provides the 
required propeny, and has been high developed. We believe that heat pipes can be incorporated 
in the suit worn by the Seals without interfering with the other requirements (flexibility, etc) of 
the suit. 

Two books that we found useful were: 
Hear Pipe Theory and Practice, A Sourcebook by S. W. Chi, George Washington Univ., 

McGraw-Hill Book Company 
The Heal Pipe by D. Chisholm, M&B Technical Library TL/ME/2, Mills & Boon Limited, 

London. 

A heat pipe has two three essential pans: 
(1) a working fluid (refrigerant) that vaporizes rapidly when heated 
(2) a hollow region (not necessarily in the form of a pipe) in which the vapor can flow 
(3) a wick or other material that will draw the liquid from the cool region to the hot region. 

These components are shown in the following figure, which shows a "classical" heat pipe: 

cold end wann end 

~!~i~··"·········'lf:~)··\··J··J···~·,····· ......... l:77! 

The basic operation in a Seal Suit would be as follows. Small flexible (but not collapsible) tubes 
in the jacket bring the fluid close to the skin of the diver. As long as the skin is relatively cool. 
the fluid remains fluid. but if the temperature of the skin rises then the fluid rapidly vaporized. 
absorbing heat in the process. The vapor flows toward the cool end of the pipe. near the water 
surface. Up to this point, the fluid is doing the same job that is nonnally done by perspiration. 
At the cool c::nJ, the fluid condenses, giving up its heat to the water. The wick then draws the 
water back to the hot end. Thus heat pro,.,ides the pumping and circulation power to draw the 
working fluid in its circular path. 
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The heat pipe provides, in a sense, an artificial "sweat" in the underwater environment. It 
is a very natural environment for the heat pipe since the water provides a very good thennal sink 
for removing heat. Heat pipes would not work nearly as well in heavy protective suiting used in 
the air (CBW suits, for example) where there is no good fluid on the outside comparable to water 
for removing the heat. 

Two possible configurations for heat pipes in suits are shown in the following figures. 

discrete heat 
pipes 

open interior 
(but non-collapsable) 

A quick search through a list uf possible working fluids produced two candidates. These 
were trichloromonofluoromethane (usually known by its brand n~me, Freon-II) and water. It is 
not surprising that water would appear on this list, since it is the material whose vaporization at 
skin temperatures is the primary method the body uses for cooling; however the variation of 
vapor pressure of water over the interesting temperature range (900 F to lOOOF) is probably 
insuficient to rr.ake it practical. Although Freon-II is considered an environmental hazard when 
used in large commercial quantities. we feel we should point out that in the small quanti tics 
needed for the suits proposed here. the environmental impact is completely negligible. Neither 
water nor freon may be optimum; funher research and design is necessary to find the best fluid. 

ALTER,VAT/VE TO HEAT PIPES 

There is a <.:oncept that is even simpler than a heat pipe which fl1ay have advantages in 
many situations. Since the swimmer is surrounded by coolant (water). all we need to do is to 
have a sldt that provides enough thermal insulation to handle cold water and long periods of 
inactivity. and we accommexi;llc the need for cooling under warm-water conditions and periods 
of intense activity by allowing controlled access of water through the suit to the skin. In this 
way we take advantage of the: fa!:t that there is available free coolant. for the asking. that need 
not be conserved or recycled -- different from almost all other cooling problems. Peoplc are 



accustomed to putting on a sweater when they get cold or taking off some clothing whe:1 they 
get wann. In similar fashion, if part of the suit were made porous, it could be covered with 
a patch that could be closed by zipper, in order to prevent water circulation. Alternatively, slits 
in the fabric could be held closed by a draw string that would go back and fonh in a certain 
region. 

One would like to avoid having intensely cold water impinge on a portion of the body, 
which could lead to cramps and to impaired perfonnance of muscle or even brain. A substantial 
ponion of the body might be provided with a mesh undergarment, to which water would have 
access, but the water would come through a valved dual heat exchanger. In this way, water at 
ocean temperature would enter a rube in the rubber heat exchanger, move about ten inches along 
this tube and then have access to the space between skin and suit. Near the distant region of 
this space, another tube would allow the water to exit through the second parallel channel of the 
counterflow heat exchanger, and thence to the ocean. If the heat exchanger were perfect, 
exchanging heat between the two streams without any temperature drop, no maner how much 
water flowed, there would be no heat loss. Water would enter at body temperature, having 
already been warmed to that temperature by the outflowing water in the counterflow heat 
exchanger. 

Of course, we don't want exactly that, so the heat exchanger can be smaller and less 
perfect. We suppose the water flow might need to remove as much as 300 wans or some 260 
Cal per hour (food calories). This would be achieved by wanning only about 150 cc per minute 
of water, so onc docs not need to have a large tube or a big flow. If water enters at something 
like 10 C below body temperature (having been warmed in the heat exchanger) and leavt:s at 
body temperature, about 500 cc/min of water flow is required. This is a very modest technical 
and operational problem and could be available sooner and more cheaply than the heat pipe 
solution. 

B2. Trajectory Generation and Terrain A voida1lce 

We were briefed by Lt Col Brian Maher (USSOCOM) and Mr. Aivars Smitchens 
(WRDCIFIGX, Wright Patterson AFB) on several of [he problems associated with improving air 
infillexfil. The problems are many and they are complex, and unfortunately we did not have the 
time or resourc~s to make the detailed study of this problem that we had intended. However 'Jvr: 
do have some suggestions on one panicular SUbtopic, that of trajectory generation and k:Tj;~ 
avoidance (TGTA). 

Aircraft flight paths must sometimes be updated in real-time to take into d('.;ount new 
infonnation (e.g. SAM sites destroyed or recently moved) or changes in the miss;;)n. Given an 
aircraft's current location ani statl" (attitude, etc.) TGTA algorithms are used in a ~omputer in an 
attempt to find the "best" trajectory towards a distant objective. The problem is essentially one 
of maximizing a complicated utility function by suitable choice among a large iiumner of possible 
waypoints. Present TGT A algorithms use some combination of pure gradie.: searches. dynamic 
programming. and brute-force tree searches. 



We are aware of two new areas of applied mathematics which. taken together. should 
provide a complctcly new methodology. 

The first is simulated annealing. Based on thc physical analogy of removing a material's 
defects by slowly cooling it. simulated annealing is a procedure for finding approximate global" 
not just local. maxima of complicated functions. In real time applications. like TGTA. it has the 
vcry distiilct advantage over techniques ba~ed on dynamical programming. that at any time -
even before it's calculation has run to completion -- it is able to give "best-so-far" complete 
results. In fact, its best-so-far answers are often extremely good. Simulated annealing is 
therefore able to use real time very efficiently. achieving near-optimal solutions when there is 
time for it to do so, and fairly good solutions when there is not time. One can imagine that 
Special Operations could benefit from this flexibility. and the accompanying ability to re-optimize 
missions taking into account new facts as they become known. For a further description of 
simulated annealing. we recommend the text "Numerical Recipes" by W. H. Press. B. P. 
Flannery. S. A. Teukolsky. and W. T. Yetterling. Section 10.9. (This book comes in separate 
tuitions for different programming languages. fonran. Pascal, & C; anyone of these will do.) 

The second technique is the e~pansion of functions in wavelets. A trajectory can be 
represented not as a series of waypoints. but rather as the sum of a set of basis functions. 
Wavelets provide a natural basis that is hierarchical in scale: a few big wavelets can "rough in" 
the overall path, while smaller scale wavelets refine the path to avoid local obstacles, threats, etc. 
With this natural decomposition by scale, the performance of any maximization algorithm (e.g. 
gradit"nl "("an:h) (,;-In he ('(lIl .. idernhly increased over the waypoint basis; simulated annealing 
algorithms call play panicula.rly well with such a decomposition. For further reading on 
wavelets. we rccommcnd the Jason repon which is in preparation for DARPA. To obtain a copy 
nmtacI Roben Ilenderson of the Jason Program Office, telephone (703) 883-6997. 

B3. Low Observable Boats 

Radar cross-section reduclion for small boats would he an imponant enhancement for 
!lpcdal operations. We point out that relatively simple measures can be taken to provide stealth 
u!,ainst cornmerdal ship radar. 

Commercial ships nomlally use relatively unsophisticated S band 00 cm) or X band (3 
el11) radars. The det('~table range will be detennined by the clutter background, which is typically 
Ou .. 0.0 I 1112 per m2 of beamwidth. The area of the radar resolution cell will depend on the 
azimuthal hcalllwidth. ror an antenna of length L. the resolution is e == AIL. For A. ~ 3 cm and 
I. = .~ meters. ij -= ().OJ raUlans. We take the range resolution to be 6R == 15 meters (typical for 
thesc radar .. ). '1 hc dUller arca will be A(" = AR e R, anu the clutter cross-section is 

Oc = o() Ac 
= {Ull AR e R 

=(1.5xIO ~)R 

\\ tWH' R I, ill IIll·tl·r'i, and 0(' IS ill 1112. Tllus for various ranges. the clutter cross-sections are 
tVI'll ;111\ 
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Ranae 
10. km 

1. km 
100. m 

Cross-section or clutter 
1'.0 m2 

1.' m2 

0.1' m2 

However for reliable detection the signiil to clutter ratio must be about 10. At a ranle of 100 
meters, this means the target cross-section must be at> I.' m2. Thus if the boar cross-section 
can be reduced below 1 m2 the boat will not be detected above cluner for dj.tances II nrar al 100 
meters. 

It should not be difficult to reduce the radar cro •• -section of a .mall boat below thl. level. 
This can be done by measuring the boat with an inverse synthetic apenure radar (lSAR) to 
detennine the spots of most intense backscaner. Majol' reflection can be expected from the (runt 
of the boat (where the juuing edge fonn~ a comer--reflector with the water; a sharp V -shaped 
front can detJect the radar to the sides), from the cockpit (which can be protected by a metalized 
windshield. which would deflect the radar upwards and to the sides). and from faceting. duct!!. 
inlets. and metal parts on the outside surface (which can be eliminated by ~mova1 or by covering 
with radar-absorbing materials). 

B4. Shallow Water Mine Detection 

Mines can be located by their magnetic signature if they contain a magnetic material such 
as iron. by their anomalously high conductivity (using a met~ detector) or by sonar or .onic 
imaging. Some newer mines are inunune to thelle technique.; they are made of non-conducton, 
and cove~d with material that renders them acou',:ically invisible. We were asked to con.ider 
the use of nuclear materials to detect such mines, and we concluded that they are not prauical 
(Section A2). In this section we will argue that such a mine can be located by the very fact that it 
is nor a conductor, whereas the material surrounding the mine (seawater) does conduct 
electricity. The method should work both for buried shallow water mines and for suspended 
mines (perhaps invisible due to murky water). 

A non-metallic mine in seawater, or in a sand bed that is saturated with seawater. 
provides as much electrical contrast as a good conductor (traditional metal rlline) in the same 
location. Unless the electrical conductivity of the mine is matched to that of the sea bed. we 
observe this contrast by sending electric currents through the sea bed. Put another way, we can 
measure the resistance of the seabed to the flow of current. If the mine i~ present, then the 
resistance of that region will be higher. The detection can be done remotely by using two or 
more electrodes to send current through the water and the sea bed. The geometry should be 
optimized to arrange that most of the current would flow through the region where the mine 
might be. One possible geometrj is shown in the following diagram: 
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Wlvel 

seawater 

+V -V _____ ...... ~ •• pull 

Th. doClC'''' h.,. con.I.,. of cwo .IKnod •• , and ,h. curren, btlween Ih.m II monhored. Tho 
cumn, will ."cend inco Ih •• eawall' a dl.,anc •• qual 10 •• v.,al lime. Ih. Hparadun 0' Ih. 
electrodel, .1 II ~hown In the folluwln, dlll,rllm: 

-v 
~ __ ••• ~-I~ pull 

Thus if the electrodes are a meter apart, then we expect tn be uble to detect mine. thllt are 
severall1leters away. 'J11C SYSh:111 should be equ.llly cffective at detcctllllll11ctallic mine •• IIinct 
they would increase the conductivity between the electrodeli. 

The biggest problem with !'!uch a detector i!'! probably dutter from ro,,;ks on the bottom 
and from surface waves. If the depth of the dctector varic!! II!! it is pulled. so that the di§lance 
between the electrodes and the sea floor change!'!, then the current will change; additional !letK of 
electrodes can compensate for this effect. For buried mines it could prove invaluable to place an 
insulator over the electrodes. to force the current through the bottom region. ThiK would not 
only increase the signal level, but it would eu! down on clutter from waves. 

Given the above considerations, and the availability of a modest amount of computation 
power, we can significantly improve the design by substantially increasing the number of 
electrodes. An advanced design might have two current-carrying electrodes. a two dimensional 
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anay of IOnlln. electt'OClea, and a flat "blanket" of insulator that sits above everything else. This 
concept ia lIlu.trated in the followin, figure: 

Vic~rom,#' __________ _ _ 

, ~ 

Vicwfrom -1-···· -· ·1-bouom~ _ •••• N _ _ _ _ 

=~V ••••• ~ ••• -
.*crode. • + •••••••••• 

Oreyll'lU -I····. til • -I=.nl' •••••••••• 
Whl...... • ••• ~.. •• _ 
II Inlul.cor \. ~ 

Pull> 

PuU--'!Ioo. 

In chi. layout. the .. nlln, ol"",odel do not carry currcntj they are hiah impedance and 
only IOrv, I() map the local voltl,e. Wilh the layout Ihown there il .ufncientlnfonnation In the 
pillern (or the IYIICI11 tu be able en dctcmllne the dbtance to the bottom. the lilt (If any) of (he 
electrode amy. nnd the nearby prc.cnec ur lumpII of non-conductor. or conducton. 

Thi. dla,r.ml are munt to be Ichematlc; I reaUldc .y.tem will have to balance the 
delilnlbllhy or IIUUI~ ol"'ltuue. Rnd inltuhU"fII with (he difficulty of dl'lll,ini complex IYltem 
through the water. A vel')' Ilmplc IYlteftl ~()uld be cllrrled by I linlle diver. but itl ranae is 
(undumentally IImiled by the ICparatlon u( the cleelrodeli; In &&ddltion. the diver must not be too 
clo~ 10 lht lIYltem tellt II dete.;t him. 

BJ. Dlrlelld IR CoUnllrmlalUr" 

We (ound thllt we were able to devote only limited time to the ililue of Directed IR 
countermea.ure •. Thill Nil in pin beeaulC the Illue Is hltae and complex. and we did not have 
the time or ruourcel I" (.mllll1l'l7.e ULlrlleh'". with the entire problem. We found, for example, 
Ihlll ,OI11C u( the "Jel" thllt we ~III1lC up wllh were Ill~ady under development. The~fore we shall 
In Ihlll IIe"I"n alve only" few unrell'l~d ~()ntrlbutlunll to ."c:cIOc DIRCM 1.luel. Theile are RF 
dcrenlle, II,.blllzed opticli •• n~ IR power IUl1pllel. 

(I) HI" tJdfnn. 
11uoujh brle""~'4 unrelated 10 l1SS0C, we Icorned thol lome of the SAM, tho I we wlllh 

to defend """Inlll muy be vulnerable 10 cerlaln Iypel of RF pullell. Thb Ihould be explored 
furlher 10 lee If there II II pm.lble Jefe,,,,c Ihut could be developed ullna pn RP jleneralor. For 
funller I"fonnallon 011 Ihlll blillC we !llIitU~~llhal USSOC cmllnCI Ihe following people: 

J krhen W. I Icud. Col, OS. I)ircclor 
Ilt-r,anrll<"nl of Ih( Anny 

I h:ud"uarlcrll. U.S. Army LuhofillOty Command 



also 
2800 Powder Mill Rd, Adelphi, Md 20783-1145 

Donald J. Sullivan & Gary R. Hess 
Mission Research C.orp 

1720 Randolph Road, S.E. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 

(50S) 768-7600 

(2) StabJllzed optic. 
We learned from Capt. Rich Snyder (Air Force LoatldC:1 Command Combat Talon 

PrOlfam) that laser OIRCM systems have diffICulty pointin, because of aircraft Ihakinl. The 
"standard" solution to this problem is to put the opdcs on a stabilized platfonn, but this solution 
is heavy, or can require considerable power. There is an alternative approach called "stabilized 
optics" in which just one optical element is stabilized. This can be done electronically. or (more 
elegantly) with an inenially-supported optical element. The stabilized optics could be attached to 
the end of the laser weapon. The emerging beam would then not reflect the jitter or shaking of 
the aircraft. If the pointing and tracking is optical and done through the same optical system, 
then the stabilization will work for it as well. 

A diagram illustrating inertially-stabiJi2.ed optics is shown below: 

'A 
-. -~ , .- ff: 

~/. 

... V .... 

Stabilized platfonn; 
horizontal ray hits 
center of detector. 

No stabilization; 
horizontal ray misses 
detector. 

One optical element 
inenially stabilized. 
Horizontal ray hits 
center of'detector. 

These dialraml illustrate the incoming light hitting the detector. The same optics would stabilize 
a ISler beam mavin, out from the detecwr region. 

A~ far ali we know, the only company developing stabilized optics is Schwem 
Technologies in Pleasant Hill California. w~ spoke to the president, Jan Alvarez, telephone 
(415) 93~·1226. They have developed stabilized optics for pointina lasen and for imaging. 
Their optics are inertially stabilized, with some electrornaanetic coupling for low frequencies to 
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allow scanninl. (Completely stabilized optics would always point to the same place on the skyl) 
They ex~ssed interest in the DIRCM problem. 

Stabilized optics have many other applications beside DIRCM, and it is wonh mentioning 
those here. In panicuJar, for IFF (Identify Friend or Foe) it is sometimes necessary to obtain 
visual confinnation. In an airplane, helicopter. moving vehicle, or even on the ground. stabilized 
optics can enonnously increase the effective resolution of optics. In situations where the 
stabilization must be liJht weilht or low power, incnWstabilization is probably best. 

NOTE: One of the authors of thil report have a financial interelt in Schwem InstrUments, 10 he 
did not take pan in the writinl of this secdon or in the decision to inelude it in the repon. 

(3) 1M Power .upplle. 

We were told that certain of our aircraft do not have adequate audliary power supplies to 
operate an IR countenneuures system. We were told that what was n,;eded was 54 kW for 10 
seconds. This is a total energy of only 0.S4 megajoule. 

We suggest that this power can be supplied by " storage battery. Many batteries are 
available. but we will suggest an ordinary Lead-Acid automobile battery since these are familiar, 
well-behaved. and most of us know (from personal experience in trying to stan a balky car) that 
they can be safely drained of their energy in a shon time. A phone-call to a local Firestone 
dealer produced the following numben: their best banery has a "cold cranking capacity" of 850 
Amp. and a reserve of 115 Ampere-hours at 12 vohs. This represents a total Stored energy of 

Energy = (115 A-hr)(3600 sec/hr)(12 volu) 
• S megajoulrs 

This is about 10 times the energy we need. Let us assume that at its full cranking capacity its 
voltage drops to 6V; then it can deliver a power of (6V)(8S0A) • 5.1 kW. 54 kW would require 
11 of these batteries, and they would run for 8 minutes, much greater than the 10 sec 
speCification. Thus they could be used many times without a recharge. 

We cite automobile batteries as proof of concept~ other batteries are cenainly better. What 
is desired ill high energy capacity (lead-acid is relatively poor for thi.) and low internal resistance 
(high crankinl capacity) so the batteries can deliver their power quickly. 

86. Comments on Seal Operations 

We were briefed on Combat Swimmer Operations by CDR Ben Calland (USSOCOM). 
One of the facts we heard i.1I that Navy Seals do not consume nourishment while on a mission. If 
this practice is the result of a research program. or even bJsed on carefully-reasoned medical 
judgement. thell we are not going to dispute it. We fear, 'tlowever, that it b more the ~~ult of 
tradition than eIther of the above. Spon~ medicine physicians have in recent yean ("hanged their 
practice concerning nourishment during vigorous work. It is commonplace to see GatorAidc 
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being consumed in between football plays. We do not know whether a simple sugar liquid such 
as this is ideal. or whether one should take advantage of the more complex and complete nutrition 
available from liquid foods designed for dieters. Cenainly it would not be hard to devise simple 
methods for delivering food dl'ring a mission; one might even be able to adapt the devices that 
were invented to feed astronauts in space. We would urge a moderate and inexpensive 
research program be started to detemune if there is merit in this idea. 

B7. In/lltrationIEx/iltration 

We were briefed on personnel exU'action and delivery systems by Mr. Bob Underwood 
and Ken Oliver of Lockheed. 

SOC would like to extract groups of up to 6 people by an aircraft flying at 2S0 kt at 2S0 ft 
above terrain. The capsule or hamess might weigh 3000-6000 lbs. fully loaded. 

The Fulton Skyhook system is a reasonable basis for such a capability, since the aircraft 
exist and have adequate space' and load capacity. Questions remain as to the optimization of 
strUcture and fabrication of the capsule, whether it is delivered and occupied in the hour before 
extraction or whether it is pre-emplaced and hidden, etc. We rehearse the basics of the Fulton 
Skyhook to provide a basis for funher comment and suggestion. 

The individual to be extracted may find a clearin, with 100 ft di~tance upwind to an 
obstacle less than 100 ft high. He or ahe then inflates a balloon that suspends the extraction line 
attaChed to the harnell, with the balloon floating somewhat above the extraCtion flight path. The 
C-130 ,rabs the line below the balloon, hy means of a V-like probe projecting ahead of the 
aircraft nOle; the .lack line drapel back under the aircraft, whence it i. scooped manually to 
attaCh to a winch inside the aircraft. 

Straight and level flight of the aircraft would lift the individual .urpri.injly gently and 
(initially) vertically. It IS wonh !'Cstating the simplcst case. Begin with a non-stretchable line of 
lenath L buoyed vertically by a helium-filled balloon. An aircraft at ahitude L above the terrain 
and moving at velocity V is aslumed to inag the line. LookinS at the action (rom the reference 
frame movin, with the aircraft, the motion of the load il that which would enlue from a body 
movin, aft at velocity V. luddenly attachin, to the boltom end of the line hanain, from the 
aircraft. 

For small V. in the (unrealistic) absence of air dra, and lift. the load would move al a 
pendulum .- first aft. then swinging down through venical. then forward. etc. But for "high" 
velocity V. the load would swing aft. through the horizontal, up through the vertical, forward 
and down -- in a circular arc of almost constant speed. More quantitatively, there is a 
characteristic speed detennined by the accelerlltio~ due to gravity g and the line length. such that 
v2 = 2gL. where v is the V which will just carry the load to the horizontal. 

For L~230 fl, and for g=32.2 ftlr.2, v = 127 ftls or 7~ knotli. For the interesting case of 
V.2~O kt (422.~ fps), the load could swing to the top of the arc and retain a (forward) speed 
with re~pect to the aircraft of 226 kt (382 fps). The nearly constant speed along the circular arc 
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allow. one to approximate the O·force. actin, on the load. The centripetal force .upplied by the 
line la v2/L or 22,. To thi.la added initially the I·, pavhy load thaI mUll also be provided by 
the venicalline. Note that at current parameters of 130 KIAS and L-SOO ft, the g-Ioad is 1 +3 or 
about 4 g, with a line that doel not Itretch at all. Normalg-Ioacb for personnel recovery have 
avera,ed on the order of 6,. with lome aa hiah a. 10 g. perhapi becaule of delay in applying 
load to the line. 

Quite aeneraJly, jf the initial g-Ioad on a non-stretchinaline is G (including the one-g of 
gravity). the line ten.ion when the load haa swung to the horizontal is 0-3, and when the line has 
Iwunl to the top i. 0-6 times the mas. of the load times the acceleration of gravity. 

The Fulton Skyhook system is credited with "a near-venical trajectory for the first 100 
feet of pickup ... " How does this come about? First a strictly numerical example. For a SOO-ft 
line at 130 kt, the time to coast up the arc to l00-ft altitude is about 1.5 s. 

In this time, the aircraft has moved forward at 220 fps a distance of 323 ft, while the 
load hal swung 323 ft along the arc. The net horizontal motion of t'1e load is 300 ft back i~ the 
aircraft frame of reference, hence 323·300 or 23 ft forward altogether. 

If aircraft and load were sufficiently sturdy, the 2S0-ft/250-kt case would require 0.55 s 
to have the load rise to 100 ft. moving 232 feet along the circular arc and 200 ft horizontally in 
the frame of the aircraft. The net forward motion at 100 ft altitude would be 232-200 or some 32 
feet, all assuming no air drag on the load to that point. In fact, the load at 100 ft altitude would 
be moving with a vertical component of velocity of 338 fps and a horizontal component of 169 
fps. 

The Fulton sky-hook system provides a truly remarkable capability. The challenge is to 
perfect a practical system of mitigating the g-Ioad to about 8 g, under 250-ft/250-kt conditions. 
Imagine a line that truly limits g-load w 8; the acceleration of the load of mass m is a=F/m for F < 
8gm and is then limited to 8 g by extension of the liraC'. We later discuss several approaches to 
such g limitation. The vertical line immediately develops g-g pull. with initial venical 
acceleration of the load. The line extends to maintain constant tension at 8-g as the aircraft 
proceed. on its path. After 0.1 s, for instance, the venical vC'locity is approximately 22 fps, and 
Vh is only about 2 fps. During tile next 0.1 s, the venical velocity reaches about 44 fps and the 
horizontal about 8 fps. As the aircraft proceeds at 422 fps, the line becomes more nearly 
horizontal, .0 that after 0.4 s the aircraft has travelled 169 ft, the load has been lifted some 17 
feet and moved horizontally about 4 feel. But after 1.05 s, the line is just 22 degrees below the 
horizontal, the load has cleared the lOO-ft obstacle and is accelerating horizontally at 7.2 s. and 
has a venical rate of rise of 160 fps. 

The characteristic benefit of the Fulton sky-hook system has not been lost. since the 100-
ft obstacle-clearance distance has been extended only to 64 ft from the load stan point. 

We calculated the trajectory of the 250·ft/250-kt case for a no-stretch line. The g-load is 
clearly unacceptable at a prett)' constant 23 g. The load clears a lOO·ft obstacle in 0.56 s with 33 
ft of horizontal motion. A calculation for an "8-g" extensible line case. with the lOO-ft obstacle 
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cle~d in 1.05 5, with 64 ft of horizontal motion shows the line load falls suddenly from 8 g to 
1.56 g at 2.10 S, at which time the 250-ft line is 512 ft long. 

We have considered 5 options for the "stretchy line:" 
(1) appropriate nylon-like material tailored to the job (105% stretch) 
(2) a panially doubled inextensible line, with a friction clamp joining the two lines 
(3)providing constant-tension slack through an appropriate drag chute 
(4) a tucked line with individual loops of inextensible line of strength greater than 8 g 
doubled by shorter snap lines of strength equal to 8 g 
(5) a facility in the aircraft set to limit line load by paying out line. 

We have no great knowledge of the availability of adequate mountaineering ropes, etc, 
so we make no funher comment on the first possibility. even though it is the one used in the 
Fulton sky-hook system. The second approach presents a difficulty in heating of the friction 
clamp (through friction!) because of the 30 megajoules of dissipation required to bring a 3-ton 
load to aircraft velocity. This would heat to the boiling point some 100 kg of water, so it is a 
substantial problem to reckon with. The dr~g-chute approach avoids this problem -- heating free 
air imperceptibly -- but seems an unnecessary operational complication. 

The tucked line would appear to transfer the shock energy preny much unifonnly along 
the load-bearing line. The following diagram illustrates the concept: 

unstretched stretched 

woven 
outer -~ 
rope 

clamps ~ 

breakable 
~core 
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The idea is that the core would snap, allowing the rope to lengthen, whenever the tension 
exceeded the design value To. The unbreakable outer section would lengthen by a prescribed 
amount and then lengthen no more. (A woven rope could easily be designed to do this; the fibers 
don't stretch, but they pull into a more linear configuration.) As long as there were sections of 
the breakable core left, the tension in the rope would never exceed To· 

The dynamics of snapping are not clear. With extension ratio of 2 to I, it would appear 
to have a mass about 50% greater than that of a nonnal line capable of safely holding 8 g -- a 
penalty we would willingly pay. We were told that just such a line is used by mountaineers on 
glaciers, so there may be experience among the rope designers. It remains to be seen how the 
line design ensures against unzipping and how the 30 megajoules is safely accommodated in 
strain energy of the line. We must assure that a wave of snapping does not proceed down the 
line even when the average tension is less than To. 

It seems that an aircraft disk brake attached to the winch as a clutch, and with access to 
260 ft of slack line in the C-130 would be an adequately engineered and reliable way to limit the 
load and handle the dissipation in bringing the load up to aircraft speed. But if the tucked line 
were satisfactory. it would be a simpler and cheaper solution. 

We urge that attention be paid to an automatic method of transferring the buoyed line 
from nose-catcher to winch line at the rear of the aircraft. The key point is to use a winch in the 
aircraft equipped with a clutch similar to (and probably made from) the brake of an aircraft 
landing gear, combined with an overrunning clutch. The capstan drum is connected to the 
aircraft frame by means of this clutch. so that the line can payout at a preset load, taken here for 
example as 8-g. The winch itself would be clutched in after the line payout ceased. just as a rod
and-reel fisherman may begin to reel in only after playing the fish with the brake. In panicular. 
the power of the winch need only be enough to reel in the line at modest tension. 

For instance. if the maneuver pays out enough line so that the load stabiHzes in trail 
behind the aircraft. the winch need only pull the air drag of the load. In the 250 ktl250 ft example 
shown with an 8 g line. the winch must handle a force equal to 1.56 times the weight of the load. 
For a load of 3000 lb and a total line length of 550 ft. if one needs to reel in a tension of 5000 lbs 
for 550 ft in one minute. this is about 85 hp. 

In the analysis that has preceded. we have not included air drag at all. but have included 
the small effect of the I g gravity field. Air drag is imponant. in order to keep the load from 
climbing the arc behind the aircraft. and to stabilize its motion. We could add in this analysis any 
isotropic air drag (the equivalent of a balloon or set of vanes. or COUld add a ram-air inflated 
combined lift and drag device. which seems the way to go. We leave this for future calcuiations. 
and for people more experienced in this 

Nevenheless. it seems entirely feasible to perform the extraction from an aircraft in level 
flight at 250 kt. flying 250 ft above terrain. while subjecting the load to a maximum of 8-g. and 
without requiring significant new technology. The key is a simple clutch that pays out line at 8 g 
until the required tension falls below that level. 

One may do even better by taking advantage of the maximum g tolerance for humans. 
The data was provided by Jim Brinkly Division Chief AAMRL. Armstrong Aerospace Medical 
Research Lab Wright Patterson AFB; phone (513) 255-3603.2: 
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Acceleration in direction parallel to spine: 12·14 g's for <1 % chance of injury. 
Acceleration in direction perpendicular to spine: 30·3S g's for <1 % chance of injury. 
Acceleration in direction perpendicular to spine: 46 g's give 50% chance of injury 

The high g loads in these data undoubtedly take advantage of special "g suits" that minimize 
relative accelerations between pans of the body. According to Brinkley the maximum g loads for 
acceleration perpendicular to the spine. 12 to 14 g's, are true for both the "eyes up" and "eyes 
down" cases. 

Thus with suitable packaging. humans can take considerably higher accelerations than the 
8 g's that is now standard. It appears that in designing pods for future infil and exfil. that good 
advantage can be taken of these higher numbers. 

Finally. for dead drops from h feet onto an airbag or other device providing constant 
deceleration in height d ft, the resultant body g's are hid. One might carry an airbag to cushion 
the faJI-- a 35-g cushion for a 250-ft fall would be 250/35 ... 7 ft deep. But 250 kt corresponds to 
some 2700 ft of fall. so in any case a drag chute would be needed to cut the forward speed in 
order to allow the air cushion or shock absorber to work. The shock absorber might be 
configured as a set of crushable foam stacks. or water-filled cylinders from which the water 
squins through a check valve. 
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